In an industrial environment, manufacturing systems may be subject to considerable uncertainties which could lead to numerous schedule disturbances. These disturbances prevent the execution of a manufacturing schedule as it was planned. The 'groups of permutable operations' method copes with this drawback by proposing a family of schedules instead of a unique one. However, the selection of the appropriate schedule that accounts for real-time disturbances represents a combinatorial optimisation challenge. In this paper, we propose a new decision-aid criterion for selecting the schedule that fits best the real state of the shop. This criterion is measured using a greedy heuristic that anticipates the maximum tardiness in a job shop scheduling environment. Simulation tests performed on benchmark problems show the usefulness of the proposed criterion compared to another frequently used criterion. The final results emphasise the usefulness of this criterion in a bi-criteria decision-aid system.
Introduction
Manufacturing scheduling is a decision making process which consists of allocating limited resources to tasks over a period of time, in order to optimise a single or multiple objective functions (Pinedo, 2012) . This paper addresses the manufacturing job shop scheduling problem which has been proven to be NP-hard (Rinooy Kan, 1976) . In a job shop, we have n jobs J 1 , J 2 ,…J n to be processed on m machines M 1 , M 2 ,…,M m . Each machine can treat only one operation at a time. Job j consists of n j operations: Over the past few decades, many studies investigated this NP-hard problem and proposed various resolution approaches based on deterministic models by assuming the constancy of the problem variables. However, they have not explicitly accounted for uncertainty (Brucker et al., 1994; Carlier and Pinson, 1994; Sourd and Nuijten, 2000; Khalili and Naderi, 2014) ; in practice, manufacturing systems operate in a highly dynamic and uncertain environments where many disturbances may occur, such as machine breakdown and variations of processing time (Billaut et al., 2008; Graves and Stephen, 2011) . Once such perturbations occur, they may lead to cascading delays across jobs and deteriorating the expected performances.
Nowadays, a job shop solution is expected to be resilient to shop disturbances. One of the most effective techniques is to introduce flexibility into the schedule's jobs/operations in order to absorb such perturbations (Sabuncuoglu and Goren, 2009) . In this context, several scheduling solutions have been proposed under various names: proactive scheduling, real time scheduling, predictive-reactive scheduling, proactive-reactive scheduling (Herroelen and Leus, 2005; Van de Vonder et al., 2007; Lamas and Demeulemeester, 2015; Chougdali et al., 2016) . These solutions consider two scheduling phases:
An offline phase, where a schedule to the job shop problem is generated based on the available information. This schedule is called a reference schedule.
An online phase called also decision phase, and usually consists of executing the reference schedule on the shop floor. At the end of this phase, the established schedule is called realised schedule and may differ from the reference schedule due to the perturbations' effect on the problem variables.
One of the most studied approaches which consider these two scheduling phases is the group sequences method (Erschler and Roubellat, 1989; Billaut et al., 2008; Artigues et al., 2016) . The goal of this approach is to produce during the offline phase a flexible reference schedule resilient to the effects of uncertain events. The flexible solution is a partial schedule represented by groups of totally permutable operations and encapsulates a set of many feasible schedules; any permutation among every group leads to a feasible schedule. The online phase of this method is allocated to a decision maker who chooses in real-time the appropriate operations' order (inside groups) that fit best the real state of the shop.
This flexible method has been implemented in an industrial manufacturing scheduling software named ORDO and has been used by more than 70 make-to-order manufacturing companies. The ORDO software is described in Roubellat et al. (1995) and more references can be found in the book of Lopez and Roubellat (2008) . During the decision phase (online phase), the software uses the free sequential margin (FSM) as a decision-aid criterion for ordering in real-time the operations inside each group. It allows computing the margin interval of each job/operation such that the realised schedule will have no tardiness. The jobs with the highest FSM are suggested to be sequenced first. However, this suggestion does not guarantee that the realised schedule is optimal (Mebarki et al., 2013) . Such lack of guidance often leads to myopic sub-optimal decision making.
The main contribution of the present paper addresses this limitation by proposing a new decision-aid criterion for the group sequences called best realised schedule (BRS). The computation of the proposed criterion is illustrated on a basis of a greedy heuristic that predicts an upper bound of the operations optimal order in each group leading to the best possible realised schedule. The effectiveness of the BRS heuristic is shown using a comparative study with FSM. The simulation experiments for this study have been conducted on benchmark job shop instances using the maximum tardiness objective. Then, as a second contribution, we propose a bi-criteria decision-aid system for the group sequences. This system has been implemented in a comparative study with the mono-criterion decision-aid system BRS and exhibit good performances for minimising the maximum tardiness.
The remaining of the present paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the theoretical background of the presented study is described. Next, in Section 3, the proposed heuristic for the computation of the new decision-aid criterion (BRS) is illustrated. Section 4 is devoted to the experimental comparative results of the proposed criterion with FSM during the online phase of the groups of permutable operations. Conclusions are exposed in the last section.
Theoretical background
A robust schedule is usually defined as a reference schedule, which is not too sensitive to uncertainties (Billaut et al., 2008) . To create such schedule, some techniques seek to incorporate models of uncertainty into the reference schedule during the offline phase. These models generate a flexible offline reference schedule characterising many solutions instead of only one. They are usually paired with a scheduling decision policy allowing to decide during the online phase the best solution that accounts for perturbations.
Methods that generate flexible reference schedules are based on a partial order representation of jobs with some unfixed time assignments. Such solutions can offer advantages when there is a temporal uncertainty associated with executing jobs. These solutions generally encapsulate a set of feasible schedules (Policella et al., 2007) .; To produce temporally flexible schedules, Policella et al. (2004) have proposed a chaining algorithm for the resource-constrained project scheduling problem. The aim is to introduce a free time lag between jobs into the reference schedule. This temporal flexibility represents the tolerated starting times of jobs without deteriorating the overall scheduling performance. A similar approach has been proposed by Fu et al. (2010) for finding a robust reference schedule for the resource-constrained project scheduling problem with minimum and maximum time lags. In this study, a local search mechanism has been proposed with a decision rule allowing to loosen the starting times of activities.
However, techniques that are based on sequential flexibility rather than temporal one have been proven to be more effective (La, 2005; Wu et al., 2009; Billaut et al., 2008) . These techniques allow to change the order in which the jobs should run on the machines and implicitly presuppose temporal flexibility.
To our knowledge, the group sequences method is one of the rare approaches that has been implemented in an industrial context. This approach also known as groups of permutable operations. It was first introduced by the LAAS/CNRS laboratory of Toulouse (Erschler and Roubellat, 1989) and has been the main subject of several PhD thesis and other scientific works, such as Esswein (2003), Artigues et al. (2005) , Pinot (2008) , Aloulou and Artigues (2010) , Ourari (2011) and Artigues et al. (2016) .
Most of the literature findings regarding this method focus on the representation and evaluation of its quality and its robustness. For example, in the work of Artigues et al. (2005) ; Aloulou and Artigues (2010) , new measurements for the quality of the flexible schedule generated by this method have been proposed. Such quality is calculated based on a disjunctive graph representation of the groups of permutable operations using a polynomial time algorithm. Furthermore, in the work of Cardin et al. (2013) , the authors studied this method from a practical-oriented perspective rather than theoretical aspects. New experiments were made on a complex flexible manufacturing system in order to study the robustness of the groups of permutable operations. The results showed that this method performed very well for absorbing uncertainties especially with a high level of flexibility between groups.
As explained in the introduction of this paper, groups of permutable operations as all flexible solutions is based on two phases: an offline and an online phase. In the following, the two phases are explained with an illustrative example.
Offline phase
The offline phase aims at computing a flexible reference schedule. This schedule is defined as a sequence of groups (of permutable operations) on each machine G refers to the group number k on machine m. Every group contains one or many operations that can be executed in an arbitrary order.
A schedule represented by groups of permutable operations is feasible if for each group, all the permutations among all the operations of the same group give a feasible schedule, i.e., a schedule which satisfies all constraints of the job shop problem. To illustrate this problem, let us study a job shop example.
Table 1
Example of a job shop problem Table 1 represents a job shop problem with three machines and three jobs, while Figure 1 represents the construction of a feasible flexible reference schedule represented by groups of permutable operations. These groups are constructed based on a deterministic schedule [ Figure 1 (a)] which is generated using a simple dispatching scheduling rule or a branch and bound algorithm. This deterministic schedule is called an initial reference schedule which has no group in it. Then, the groups are created using the algorithm of Esswein (2003) described below.
This algorithm starts by transforming the operations into groups and then merges each two successive groups according to different criteria until no group merging is possible.
The flexible reference schedule resulted from this algorithm on our job shop example has five groups of one operation and two groups of two permutable operations 1 1 G and 3 1 . G The goal of such transformation is to increase the robustness of the schedule produced to be able to cope with the perturbations that may occur during the online phase. we define a critical group as a group which its earliest starting time ES (resp. earliest completion time EC) is equal to its latest starting time LS (resp. latest completion time LC). These four values can be computed similarly to the calculation of the critical path in a disjunctive graph representation of the schedule (Roy and Sussmann, 1964) . For example, for our job shop groups, each group is represented as a single node as shown in Figure 2 . ES/EC can be computed starting from the fictitious node O 0 (ES=LS=EC=LC=0 for this node), each node starts after the maximum earliest completion time of all its predecessors and finishes after its execution time. Symmetrically to this calculation, LS/LC can be computed starting from the fictitious node O * . LC represents the minimum value between all the successors' latest starting times, and LS = LC -ρ (in a group of more than one operation ρ represents the sum of all the operations' processing times).
Online phase
Most of the literature work presented above focus on the offline phase of this method. However, its efficiency decreases if not combined with the right scheduling policy during its online phase. This phase needs the intervention of a decision maker, who chooses during the execution of the flexible reference schedule, the order of operations to be executed in each group of permutable operations according to the current state of the shop. This phase can be viewed as a sequence of decisions: each decision consists of choosing an operation to execute in a group when this group is composed of more than one operation. For instance, for the flexible reference schedule described in Figure 1 , there are two decisions to be taken: on M 1 , at the beginning of the scheduling, either operation O 1 or O 7 has to be executed. Let us suppose that the decision taken is to schedule O 1 before O 7 . There is another decision to be taken on M 3 : scheduling operation O 5 or O 8 first, so at the end we have four different schedules shown in Figure 3 . Note that these schedules do not always have the same performance: T max (a) = 0, T max (b) = 3, T max (c) and T max (d) = 2. The worst performance designates the worst possible realised schedule (in this case 3) can be computed in polynomial time using the algorithm of Artigues et al. (2005) . This worst value is viewed as the quality guaranteed by the flexible reference schedule. 
To help the decision maker taking the appropriate decisions during the online phase, several criteria may be offered to anticipate the performance of the realised schedule. The ORDO software which implements the groups of permutable operations, proposed only a unique criterion: FSM. This criterion is presented in Lopez and Roubellat (2008) in order to evaluate the tardiness objective. It measures for an operation according to its earliest execution, the maximum tardiness which ensures that all schedules characterised by the groups of permutable operations will present no tardiness. Moreover, choosing the operation with the highest FSM in a group may permit to increase the margins of the other operations of the group, and thus enable to preserve the flexibility of the schedule. According to the values provided by this criterion, several situations may occur:
All the FSMs of the current group's operations are positive. In that case whatever the chosen operation, all the possible realised schedules will have no tardiness.
There is one or several (but not all) operations in the group which present negative (or zero) FSM. In such case, there may be realised schedules with tardiness, especially those beginning with an operation having a negative FSM. Thomas (1980) recommends executing operations with large FSMs in order to increase the negative margins, trying to make them become positive.
All the operations of the group have negative (or zero) FSMs. So, there will be realised schedules with tardiness whatever the chosen operation, but it is also possible to have schedules with no tardiness.
BRS: a new decision-aid criterion
The FSM is an important criterion to choose in real-time an operation during the online phase of the groups of permutable operations. But, the major drawback of this criterion is that it does not permit to know if there is a realised schedule with no tardiness in case of one or several (but not all) negative FSM(s) in a group. Therefore, relaying on this criterion does not guarantee the quality of the decisions taken by the decision maker; in case of several negative free margins, the decision maker is suggested to choose the operation with the highest FSM. This suggestion does not guarantee that the chosen operation is the optimal one. To cope with this drawback and to use the groups of permutable operations efficiently, we propose a new criterion BRS for estimating the optimal decision.
BRS
The proposed criterion consists of calculating the best predictable performance that can be achieved from the groups of permutable operations. It allows measuring BRS before each decision. The computation of BRS is based on the computation of the best possible starting/completion time of jobs yielding the optimal permutation in each group. This problem is NP-hard and a lower bound solving it has been proposed for regular objective functions (Pinot and Mebarki, 2008; Artigues et al., 2016) . This lower bound can be incorporated in a branch and bound algorithm (Yahouni et al., 2014) in order to predict the next optimal operation to be executed from a group, such that the realised schedule will have the minimum tardiness. However, an exact evaluation can be too much time-consuming and therefore inapplicable in a real-time decision-aid system.
We propose a new branching heuristic for measuring BRS before each decision. This heuristic is based on the lower bound calculation presented in Artigues et al. (2016) , and inspired by the branch and bound procedure of Yahouni et al. (2014) . The obtained results should represent an upper bound of the best possible realised schedule when an operation of a group is sequenced first.
To avoid any ambiguity, BRS refers to the criterion, and UB BRS refers to the realised schedule obtained from the proposed heuristic. L(G) represents the list of groups of more than one operation. The proposed heuristic branches the groups of L(G) based on a depth first search strategy as described in the five steps below: Similarly to the calculation of UB BRS , UB BRS (O 1 ) (resp. UB BRS (O 7 )) refers to the upper bound of the BRS when O 1 (resp. O 7 ) is executed first in 1 1 . G In order to schedule the operations inside each group based on the BRS criterion, a metric decision should be made using UB BRS the operation O i with the minimum UB BRS (O i ) is sequenced first in its group. The decision process is similar on the remaining groups until no group more than one operation is remaining.
Improving UB BRS
The performance of UB BRS represents an optimal/near optimal solution of the BRS. In  Fig. 4 , the branching heuristic started from the group 1 1 , G where it could also start from the group 3 1 , G which could improve/deteriorate the results. Therefore, the quality of UB BRS relies on the way the groups in L(G) are sorted because the branching strategy is based on a lower bound and usually this lower bound is not so accurate at the beginning of the branching tree. Furthermore, if a tie occurred at the beginning of the greedy branching strategy, the heuristic may continue its branching on the non-optimal node.
To cope with this drawback and improve the quality of UB BRS , we propose to order the groups of L(G) based on the most/least likely important groups. The sorting strategy of L(G) is explained in Algorithm 2. This algorithm starts by removing the non-critical groups; because if a group is not critical, whatever the order of its operations, the performance of the realised schedule will not be affected (this means that the operations of this non-critical group do not belong to the critical path). Using our job shop example, the list of non-critical groups L(G) contains 
Results and validation
The (BRS) criterion can be used in real-time during the online phase, in order to help the decision maker choosing the next optimal/near-optimal operation in each group of permutable operations. During the execution of each group (of more than one operation), the decision maker may rely on BRS by choosing the operation with the smallest UB BRS . In this section, we assess the relative importance of BRS and FSM to their overall performances on a well-known job shop instances
Experiment
We took a set of benchmark widely used instances called La01 to La40 from Lawrence (1984) with well-known optimal solutions for the makespan objective (Brucker et al., 1994; Esswein, 2003; Morikawa and Takahashi, 2009 ). These are 40 classical job shop instances of different sizes (five instances for each size).
For each instance, we generate an initial reference schedule, this schedule is the optimal schedule for the C max objective (C max = maxC i ). Then, for each operation/job of each instance, we set its due date equal to its completion time; so the schedule will have no tardiness and represents the only optimal schedule for the T max objective. Then, for each instance; we generate groups of permutable operations with a maximum flexibility (ε = 1) using the algorithm described in Section 2.
For each problem type, we simulate the execution of the groups of permutable operations during the decision phase using a JAVA simulation program. The purpose is mainly to evaluate the usefulness of our proposed criterion during this phase. The simulation program implicitly orders the operations inside each group when executing it. This program uses the BRS criterion for ordering the groups.
For example, before executing the first group of our job shop problem 1 1 ( ), G the program creates an instantiation of the flexible reference schedule by ordering O 1 (resp. O 7 ) first and calculates UB BRS (O 1 ) = 0 (resp. UB BRS (O 7 ) = 2). The decision taken for this group is to execute O 1 first. Then, the simulation program moves to the second group until it finds the realised schedule.
To validate the efficiency of the proposed heuristic calculating BRS, a comparative analysis is achieved using FSM on the same 40 instances; in this case, the simulation program take decisions based on the highest FSM. The maximum tardiness (T max ) of the realised schedule resulted from the simulation program using each criterion is exposed on Table 2 . 
Results and discussions
The performance of the realised schedule using both criteria was computed in less than one second for each instance. The data presented in Table 2 show that the BRS decision-aid criterion yields better results than FSM in 33 instances. In fact, BRS has dominated all instances of 10 × 5, 20 × 5, 15 × 10 and 20 × 10. FSM outperformed BRS on only six instances, La07, La10, La17, La18, La31 and La39. Overall, the total tardiness of FSM on the 40 instances represents more than double the total tardiness of BRS. Therefore, the proposed criterion is relatively more effective in minimising the maximum tardiness than FSM.
These results can be explained by the fact that FSM focuses only on the current group for choosing the next operation to execute and neglect the future decisions on the other groups. Therefore, it does not permit to know if there is a realised schedule with no tardiness in case of one or several negative FSMs in a group. Moreover, in case of a decision with only positive/negative values, the criterion does not guarantee that the best decision leading to the BRS is the operation with the highest FSM. However, contrarily to FSM, BRS go through all the remaining groups to calculate UB BRS and therefore has a far-sighted view regarding the possible realised schedule. Moreover, even that UB BRS represents an upper bound of the optimal realised schedule, a decision between two operations o 1 and o 2 can easily be made if UB BRS (o 1 ) is different than UB BRS (o 2 ).
For both criteria, the simulation program was not able to find the optimal realised schedule (with no tardiness) on more than 90% of the instances. This is explained by the fact that when FSM presents negative values between two operations, it is hard to decide which operation should be sequenced first. Similarly to FSM, this conflict decision may occur when BRS gives the same values for two operations. Therefore, to cope with situation and improve the results, it is always better to make a decision based on a multi-criteria decision-aid system than only one criterion as suggested by Mebarki et al. (2013) who studied the groups of permutable operations from a human-machine application-oriented perspective.
In this context, some preliminary questions about the implementation of the multi-criteria decision-aid system should be pointed out: when to use each criterion? And which criterion should be prioritised when the information provided by the criteria are conflicted. The BRS should be the most adapted criteria that optimise the tardiness. However, this criterion is based on an upper bound heuristic and therefore does not guarantee an optimal estimation of the optimal realised schedule as shown from the previous results. Furthermore, in some decisions, ties may confuse the decision process in judging which of these operations should be sequenced first. To cope with this limitation, we propose to use the FSM criterion for breaking these ties. In this way, we have a bi-criteria decision-aid system that should improve the obtained results of BRS. This bi-criteria is referred to as BRS FSM where the simulation program uses the UB BRS heuristic for selecting the order of operations in the groups, and the FSM as a complementary criterion for some decisions. Table 3 presents the improved/deteriorated instances of the proposed bi-criteria compared with the mono-criterion BRS. The results exposed on Table 3 indicates that the bi-criteria decision-aid system was able to find the optimal schedule with zero tardiness for seven instances compared to only three for BRS. Moreover, comparing Table 2 and Table 3 , it is noticeable that BRS FSM outperformed FSM on all 40 instances.
However, the average maximum tardiness obtained from BRS FSM overcomes the mono-criterion decision-aid system BRS by 32.3 units of time. 65% of the instances were improved. This improvement is shown on 80% of problems with five machines, 65% of problems with ten machines and three out of five instances of the last problem type (15 × 15).
The gap improvement is sometimes very noticeable, for example, the maximum tardiness of La04 for BRS FSM is 28 and represents 1/10 of the maximum tardiness obtained by BRS (and FSM as well).
Even though, BRS FSM has deteriorated 11 instances, most of them are problems of ten machines and represents an average maximum tardiness of 15 units of time. The worst deterioration is shown on La29 and has 67 units of time. In this instance, the FSM criterion was used 35 times (/140) and most of the values provided were negative values. This may open another question: is it necessary to have a third criterion in this case? If so, which criterion should be used? Moreover, another criterion should be of good interest for non-tardiness objectives where FSM cannot be used.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an implementation of a new decision-aid criterion to be used during the online phase of the groups of permutable operations. The calculation of this criterion is shown using a greedy heuristic which estimates the BRS that can be achieved. The computation used in this heuristic is based on a depth-first neighbours strategy and a lower bound which calculates the best permutation in each group of permutable operations.
The efficiency of the proposed heuristic has been shown on a comparative study between the FSM criterion and the BRS criterion. The experiments have been done on a well-known benchmark instances using the maximum tardiness objective, the results clearly emphasise the importance of the proposed criterion in a decision-aid system.
Based on the obtained results, further experiments have been conducted in order to compare the proposed criterion with a bi-criteria decision-aid system. The results show that the bi-criteria system exhibits a better performance in general.
For further research, the bi-criteria decision-aid system should be implemented in a human-machine scheduling interface where the human is the key factor for taking decisions rather than decision making simulation algorithms. Furthermore, this implementation should be incorporated in a real disturbed environment. We consider this as an opportunity for new research regarding scheduling under uncertainty and decisionaid systems, which could significantly improve the practice of production scheduling.
